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ELC is providing 3 tripod models, especially designed for the LUMAPHORE®. Made with electro galvanized 
materials, these tripods are strong and offer a very good stability. The 4 and 5 meters tripods are fitted with 
an adjustable foot to make it usable on an inclined surface.

ELC propose a special flight-case including: a LUMAPHORE®, a 4 meters mast and a wing struts kit.The 
flight-case is equipped with wheels and two handles for easy transportation. 

This option is available for LUMAPHORE’s models: 300, 600 and 12V/24V.

TRIPODS

TRIPODS ACCESSORIES

TITAN KIT

LUMAPHORE®’S ACCESSORIES

Tripod carrying bag (4m or 5m)

To transport and protect the tripod.

4m telescopic tripod

Max. height : 396 cm 
Ground diameter : 154 cm 
LUMAPHORE® fitting height : 168 cm 
Weight : 13.6 Kg.

5m tripod with winch

Max. height: 510 cm 
Ground diameter : 174 cm 
LUMAPHORE® fitting height  : 165 cm 
Weight : 25 Kg.

Wing struts for tripod kit (4m or 5m)

To fix your tripod on the ground in case of bad 
weather conditions.

Ballas bags

To ballast the tripod and increase its 
stability.

DIN sleeve adapter

To adapt the tripod to the 
LUMAPHORE®’s specific DIN sleeve.

Wheels kit for tripod

To move the tripod without 
folding it.

Power generator support

To install a generator on the tripod.

DIN, 24mm, 26mm, 28mm sleeves

To replace the LUMAPHORE®’s sleeve according to the 
tripod used.

Magnetic holder

To hang up the LUMAPHORE® and fix it on a metallic 
support.

Electric plugs

To replace the LUMAPHORE®’s plug on the power 
cable.

Suspension ring

To hang up the LUMAPHORE®.

Dimensions : 154 x 43 x 27 cm. Empty weight: 16.4 Kg.
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